We simulate oil slug displacement in a sinusoidal channel in order to validate computational models and algorithms for multi-component flow. This case fits in the gap between fully realistic cases characterized by complicated geometry and academic cases with simplistic geometry. Our computational model is based on the lattice Boltzmann method and allows for variation of physical parameters such as wettability and viscosity. The effect of variation of model parameters is analyzed, in particular via comparison with analytical solutions. We discuss the requirements for accurate solution of the oil slug displacement problem.
INTRODUCTION
Transport properties of immiscible fluids in porous media have been extensively investigated because of their practical and fundamental importance. The challenges here are due to complex multi-component and multi-scale physics, as well as complex geometry.
One practically important example of such flows is in petroleum reservoir engineering, where the minimum pressure required for removing residual oil is one of the critical rock properties. Due in large part to the limitations of physical experiment, engineers and scientists are increasingly considering numerical simulation, which is very difficult as well. In addition to the usual challenges of complex flow modeling, This is the pre-peer reviewed version of the following articles: Comptes Rendus Mécanique, which has been published in final form at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1631072115000893
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pores and voids in the rocks have nontrivial topological and geometrical structure. Moreover, the wettability of pore walls that strongly influences the flow through the rock, is hard to take into account in the computational model. In a real rock, the wettability is variable and depends on such factors as mineral composition, microscopic surface roughness, pore shapes, and the adsorption effects [1] . One of the promising computational approaches for modeling this class of flows is the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). Its first advantage is its framework that is based on the mesoscopic kinetic theory. Compared with Navier-Stokes -based formalisms, it describes small scale effects more naturally. For example, interfaces between different components are automatically determined once the species' interactions are defined. Detailed modeling of the wall boundaries is also more natural [2] . Second, the LBM involves only cubic volume lattices that do not adapt to solid boundaries, so that the volume meshing can be made simple and automatic [3] [4] [5] [6] . Third, the LBM generally has highly parallel computational performance since most of operations are performed locally.
A number of previous studies that use the LBM for simulation of rock samples and porous media show promising results [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, when a realistic case is simulated it may be difficult to identify the model features that are responsible for deviation of computational results from the experiment and theory. Therefore, it is desirable to have more basic cases that fit in the gap between fully featured realistic cases and simple academic benchmark tests. Most of such previously studied simple cases include the capillary rising, the Hagen-Poiseuille flow, the Couette flow, and droplet in free space under specific conditions [2, [15] [16] [17] . As stated in these papers, essential issues relevant to realistic cases are not accounted for, such as the resolution dependence for complex geometry, transition from steady to unsteady flow regimes, the hysteresis effects, etc.
In this work, we focus on computation of the minimum pressure required for removing residual oil, which is called the critical pressure, in a sinusoidal channel using a multi-component LBM approach. This geometry can be viewed as a simple prototype of porous media [13] . The existence of analytical solution for the critical pressure in this case [18] [19] [20] makes it possible to evaluate the accuracy of predicting the transition from the static to moving slug. Furthermore, the effects due to resolution, viscosity, and wettability variation upon the quality of numerical results can be evaluated using this prototype model of porous media. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the LBM formalism for multi-component flow. In Sec. 3, we report simulation results. The first case is a two-dimensional droplet in free space, which serves to determine the surface tension. The second case is the two component Hagen-Poiseuille flow, that is used to test the viscous effect. The third case is a two-dimensional slug between flat plates, that is used to define the relation between the contact angle and the corresponding control parameter of the model. After the model parameters are chosen based on these results, the critical pressure for an oil slug in a sinusoidal channel is investigated. In Sec. 4, we summarize the main findings and discuss some potential extensions of this study.
The lattice Boltzmann method for multi-component flow
Since more than twenty years ago, the LBM has been developed in various ways for simulation of immiscible fluid flows [14] . The LBM model we developed and applied in this study is originated from the well known Shan-Chen model [21, 39] . Combined with other recent LBM advancements [24] [25] [26] 28, 34] , our model provides accurate and stable results, in particular for small viscosity and in arbitrary geometry. The formalism that we use is briefly described below.
The general lattice Boltzmann (LB) equation for multi-component fluid flow, for example that consisting of oil and water, is as follows:
Here Φ is a regularization operator that uses Hermite polynomials and Π α is the nonequilibrium part of the momentum flux. The basic concept of regularized collision procedure can be found in [24-26, 28, 29] . f eq i is the equilibrium distribution function with the third order expansion in u,
For multi-component flows, a non-local interaction force between respective components should be considered in addition to pure molecular collision. Given component densities ρ α and ρ β , the interaction force F α,β acting on the component α due to existence of the component β is defined according to [21, 39] 
Here, G denotes a parameter which defines interaction strength and w i is the isotropic weight in D3Q19 [30] . Following [34] , the interaction force is integrated in f eq,α i as,
where u mix is a mixture velocity,
In an immiscible two component system such as oil and water, the inter-component interaction force is repulsive. τ mix becomes equal to the relaxation time of the respective single component in the regions away from the interface. It can be readily shown that the correspondent macroscopic equation in this framework is the Navier-Stokes equation for a mixture of ideal gases with a repulsive inter-component force [22, 23] . As a result, an equation of state for the nonideal gas is obtained.
In this study, we utilize the volumetric boundary condition for arbitrary geometry proposed originally by Chen et al in 1998 [3] [4] [5] [6] . In brief, the curved solid surface is discretized into piece-wise linear surface facets in two dimensions and triangular polygons in three dimensions. During each fluid dynamics calculation, the facets/polygons first collect incoming particles from the neighboring cells. Then the outgoing particles are calculated by following the desired collision rules on the surface, for example, reversing particles to realize no-slip/bounce back boundary condition. Finally, the outgoing particles are scattered back into neighboring cells in a volumetric way such that conservation laws are enforced locally. Full algorithm details can be found in [3] . It is worth pointing out that this approach does satisfy the local detailed balance and is the only scheme, as far as we know, that can accurately realize the frictionless wall in an arbitrary geometry. Surface wettability in a multi-component flow LBM model is usually based on introducing wall potentials [15] [16] [17] . In our case, the wall potentials correspond to ρ o s and ρ w s defined on the solid surface, which control the surface contact angle. In calculation of the interaction force in near wall cells, the wall potentials are applied in a consistent volumetric way [3] to replace the missing neighbor cells in Eq. (8) such that the accuracy of surface interaction force can be maintained in complex geometries.
SIMULATION
Before focusing on the critical pressure, systematic studies on surface tension, viscous effects, and the contact angle in our LB model were carried out first. All the physical quantities in this paper are in lattice units, and the discrete lattice time and space increments are ∆x = ∆t = 1.
Estimation of the surface tension with a two-dimensional droplet in free space
The surface tension σ is measured with a static two-dimensional droplet in free space. The pressure and surface tension are related via the Laplace law:
where dP is pressure difference across the droplet interface and R is the droplet radius. The simulation domain is a square with the resolution of 2.5 times the droplet diameter. The initial densities of both components are 0.22. Four sets of cases with different initial droplet diameters {16, 24, 32, 48} and different relaxation times {τ 1 = 1.0, τ 2 = 1.0} , {τ 1 = 0.55, τ 2 = 1.5} and {τ 1 = 1.5, τ 2 = 0.55} are tested. Here the subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities inside and outside the droplet, respectively. The last two sets of viscosity ratios achieve the value of 20, which matches the viscosity ratio between oil and water. Such high viscosity ratio is hard to reproduce using alternative LBM schemes.
To minimize the numerical error caused by finite interface thickness, density profiles ρ(x i ) (where i indexes the discrete coordinates) along the central vertical and horizontal lines are chosen. They are fitted by hyperbolic tangent functions:
C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 are fitting constants , .e.g, C 3 is the position of the middle point of the interface between oil and water. The radius R can be determined with little uncertainty by measuring the distance between the two interfaces along the chosen lines. On the other hand, pressure values at the droplet center and a point far away from the droplet are measured and their difference gives the dP value. The results for all cases are shown in Fig. 1 , where the solid line fit over all the data sets. According to Eq. (11), the slope of the solid line is indeed the surface tension σ. Observe that our procedure self-consistently returns a value of σ which shows neither resolution nor viscosity dependence. Note also that our model can achieve accurate and stable results even when τ is small.
As a result, we obtain σ = 2.51e-2 ± 0.02e-2 .
The numerical uncertainty mainly comes from measurement fitting of dP vs 1/R and the density profile, as well as spatial fluctuation in the bulk regions. The uncertainty due to pressure fluctuation in the interface region is insignificant. 
Evaluation of the viscous effects with a two-component Hagen-Poiseuille flow
The viscous effects are studied on the test case of the two-component Hagen-Poiseuille flow. One component is oil with τ o = 1.5 and the other is water with τ w = 0.55. Their viscosity ratio is 20 representing a realistic situation. The channel height is 40 and the driving force is chosen as 1.6e-6. The density ratio between two components is 1. Two cases with different initial component distributions are tested. In the first case, oil occupies the center region of the channel and water flows along the walls. In the second case, their initial positions are exchanged.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 2 together with exact analytical solutions. The very good match demonstrates accuracy and robustness of our two component LB model.
Estimation of the contact angle based on the test case of a slug between flat plates
The relation between the contact angle θ and its control parameter, wall potential, is studied using a two-dimensional slug between two parallel plates. The distance H between the plates is 32 and the initial density of both components is 0.22. Two sets of relaxation times are tested, one is τ w = 1.0, τ o = 1.0 and the other is τ w = 0.55, τ o = 1.5, corresponding to the viscosity ratio of 1 and 20, respectively.
The choice of wall potential values in two-component flow simulations for a particular contact angle is not unique. The wall potential values are positive in our practice for the purpose of better stability and accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the contact angle detection in a schematic way. First, the interfacial points (solid white circles) are identified on each interface by the line fitting using hyperbolic tangent test functions (Eq. (12)) along the x-coordinate. Then a two dimensional circle is constructed in order to fit these interfacial points. The contact angle θ can be obtained by measuring the slope, dy/dx, of the tangential line across the contact point:
where y 0 is the half channel width and R is the radius of the fitted circle. Fig . 4 shows the contact angle as a function of the wall potential value. The presented data also includes the dependence upon the offset of solid boundary from the lattice and upon viscosity. Offset establishes the physical location of the solid-fluid interface at sub-lattice dimensions. The wall potential is normalized with fluid component density 0.22. Different viscosity combinations were tried and only two representative sets, {τ w = 1.0, τ o = 1.0} and {τ w = 0.55, τ o = 1.5}, are shown. Note that the contact angle in our model shows only very small dependence upon both the boundary offset and viscosity, which again demonstrates the accuracy and robustness of the scheme. We believe that the small deviations observed in Fig. 4 are mainly caused by numerical smearing in the near wall regions at finite resolution. For the study of critical pressure presented below, however, this small variability can not be totally neglected.
In theory, the angles θ presented in Fig. 4 should change to 180 − θ when the substance is changed from oil to water and vice versa, so that an ideal profile should have a center of symmetry relative to the point where it intersects the vertical line originated at zero of wall potential. While this is almost true, a slight asymmetry observed in Fig. 4 is believed to be caused by numerical uncertainty in the surface tension measurement discussed earlier.
Resolution independence of these results has been confirmed for H = {16, 32, 64}. Results for two sets of the normalized wall potential, {ρ Table 1 . We conclude that the contact angle is 141.5 ± 3.5 degree for the oil-wet case and 41.5 ± 2.6 degree for the water-wet case. These two sets of the contact angle are used for our study of the critical pressure below.
Critical pressure for an oil slug in a sinusoidal channel
The critical pressure for oil slug displacement in a sinusoidal channel is simulated with variable wettability, resolution and viscosity. When a static slug is subject by pressure force, it mainly reacts with the surface tension, i.e. the capillary force. For the quantitative assessment of critical pressure, a useful dimensionless number can be defined as the ratio of the pressure and capillary forces. In the context of our simulation, note that in order to minimize the artificial compressibility effects, we apply a constant driving body force g instead of the regular pressure. The dimensionless ratio of forces (usually referred to as the Bond number Bo) can be written as
For the sinusoidal channel studied here, D is defined as the radius at the neck and L as the channel length. A slug starts to move when the Bond number exceeds a certain critical value. Analogous to friction, we recognize that the forces required to initiate motion and to sustain it can be different. This may be reconciled with static and dynamic contact angles, something not entertained here. Once the geometry and fluid properties are determined, only g is variable in Eq. (15) . Therefore, in order to detect the critical pressure, we change the g value periodically and look for the critical Bond number for oil slug displacement. The geometry of the sinusoidal channel is shown in Fig. 5 . The channel wall is composed with 38570 surface elements for sufficient discrete surface mesh quality. The wall is set as no-slip with the ability to specify preferential fluid interactions, i.e. wettability. The wall potential is set to achieve the contact angle θ ≈ 40 degrees for the water-wet, θ ≈ 90 degrees for the intermediate(neutral) and θ ≈ 140 degrees for the oil-wet cases. Three resolutions across the neck corresponding to D = {6, 8, 12} are applied and the initial densities of both oil and water are set to 0.22. The wavelength and amplitude representing a pore body are held constant to mimic the physical common association with grain size in clean, well-sorted sandstone. The range of pore neck investigated also covers a reasonable spread of pore body-to-pore throat ratio encountered unconsolidated packs of spheres or sieved sand [27] . The periodic boundary is enforced in the flow direction. In order to check the influence of initial condition, four initial slug positions shown in Fig. 6 were tried for each parameter set. In the current validation cases, the hysteresis effects are not taken into account explicitly and the advancing and receding dynamic contact angles are controlled by the same wall potential. Figure 5 . Geometry of the sinusoidal channel. In the units of the maximum channel height, the channel length is 18 which include three cycles of the sine curve, and the channel height at the neck is 0.4. All the cross sectional areas are circles. The wall surface contains 38,570 mesh elements. The analytical solutions for critical pressure for different setups were calculated by Oh and Slattery (in [20] ). The availability of these analytical results is an important motivating factor for the present study. According to Eqs (3) in [20] , the critical Bond number is written as
where H wo and H ow are curvatures of the receding and advancing interfaces estimated by (A-9) and (A-10) in [20] . They are determined by the channel geometry, wettability of the wall, and the slug volume (contact points). In Fig. 7 , the dependence of analytical solutions upon the oil volume is plotted. The targeted slug volume in our simulation is chosen in Table. 2 such that the critical Bo number has the least variability with respect to the slug volume. Due to the limitations of both physical and numerical models, there is always a small artificial oil/water residue in the water/oil regions. Therefore an appropriate volume detection approach needs to be formulated. In our simulation, for the numerical measurement of the slug volume, the oil slug region is separated to the bulk region and interface regions using positions of interfaces and contact points as shown in Fig. 8 . In bulk region, lattice volume is simply summed. In interface regions it is summed only where the oil density is more than 90 percent of the total density value. The first result presented here corresponds to the case with θ ≈ 90 (neutral), D = 8, and τ = 1 for both components. During the initial 40,000 time steps, the slug is not subject to external body force but does change shape subject to interfacial tension and wettability considerations. Then the body force is turned on with g = 1.47e − 4 (corresponding to Bo = 1.48) and is ramped up by 1.98e-5 (∆Bo = 0.02) every 40,000 time steps. The center of oil mass is calculated in order to track down the slug position.
Its time history is presented in Fig. 9 . For the initial 40,000 timesteps, the slug is at the initial position due to zero external force.
Then the slug's center position is slightly shifted due to the surface shape change needed to balance the capillary force and the external body force. When the external body force takes over the capillary force around 240,000 time steps, the slug is pushed enough to move and eventually squeeze through the channel neck quickly. Fig. 10 shows the pressure distribution at 200,000 time steps at g = 1.55e − 4. On the left side of Fig. 10 , the slug area is shaded and color contours represent the static pressure. The pressure cusps such as observed at the interface have been discussed in [35] . Here we focus on the pressure difference in the separate bulk regions. According to the Laplace law, the pressure should decrease from left to right side across both interfaces. The pressure profile P (x) in the graph on the right side of Fig.  10 does show the correct trend. To further demonstrate this effect, the hydrostatic pressure due to the external body force is removed,
and the result is shown in Fig 11. The difference between the left and right channel ends is the total capillary pressure that is balanced by ρgx = 0.22 · 1.55e-4 · 144 = 0.00491. On the other hand, by considering that P (x) − ρ · g · x is equivalent to the inherent pressure distribution and ignoring the behaviors around interfaces, one can see the benefit of using the homogeneous body force scheme. Indeed the comparison between Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 shows that the pressure range is reduced overall and as a result the artificial compressibility is reduced. At the time step of about 240,000 indicated by the arrow in Fig. 9 , the driving force g = 1.57e-4 exceeds the capillary force and pushes the slug enough to start to move. Therefore the critical driving force g crit is between 1.55e-4 and 1.57e-4. The resulting Bond number is ρgLD σ = 0.22 · (1.55e-4 ∼ 1.57e-4) · 144 · 8 2.51e-2 ± 0.02e-2 = 1.56 ∼ 1.59.
The oil slug volume measured numerically using the scheme described above is 58.2 at 200,000 time steps. Therefore, based on Fig. 7 , the analytical critical Bo number is 1.57. Similar simulations and analysis are performed for the other three initial slug positions. In all cases, the same g crit is achieved and the oil slug volumes in the static state are detected as 57.9, 58.1, 58.1 respectively. We can summarize that the computationally achieved critical Bo number 1.56 ∼ 1.59 is consistent with the analytical prediction. The numerical and analytical results deviate within 1.3% with no dependence upon the slug initial position.
The wettability factor
Now we focus on the oil-wet (θ ≈ 140 degree) and water-wet (θ ≈ 40 degree) cases. The normalized wall potential has the same value as in the test from Table 1 . Similar to the first neutral case, the simulation resolution is D = 8 and τ = 1 for both components. The increment of ramping up g is adjusted similarly such that ∆Bo = 0.02.
The simulation results are shown in the Table. 3. The numerically measured slug volume is listed in the third column, and the resulting Bo is in the fourth column. Without considering the difference between the static and dynamic contact angles, the analytical prediction is listed in the sixth column. The difference between the simulation and analytical solutions is about 6%. When we consider the ∆θ contribution to the advancing and receding contact angles in the calculation of the analytical solution, the highest Bo number is presented in the fifth column and the comparison then becomes very good ∼ 1%. Here ∆θ is the contact angle variance presented in Fig. 4 . Therefore it seems important to take the hysteresis effect into account for quantitatively accurate numerical modeling and simulation. In addition, we note that, although the lattice dependence of contact angle is small, it needs to be considered explicitly for the purpose of accuracy as well.
Although the homogeneous body force scheme induces additional density variations (∼ 6%), hydrodynamic behavior of the oil slug is not much influenced by the artificial compressibility. Since the simulated critical Bond numbers agree with the incompressible analytical solution, the surface tension and capillary pressure, i.e. contact angle, are not influenced by the existence of weak compressibility in our method. In the left side of Figs. 12 and 13, pressure distribution in the static states of the water-wet and oil-wet cases is shown. The oil slug is shaded. Note the pronounced difference of these pressure distributions depending on the wettability. For the water-wet wall, the capillary pressure drops in the oil slug region and increases in the water region.
Note the importance of the pore neck size for accurate determination of the critical pressure. In the capillary pressure plots shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , there are two dominant capillary pressure jumps at the pore neck regions where the interfaces have large curvatures. The critical Bond number is mainly determined by the interface at the pore neck region. The resolution sufficient for accurate simulation was found to be 18 points across the neck.
In the water-wet case, the oil slug sometimes breaks up and leaves a small amount of oil droplet behind while moving towards its static position. It may cause noticeable critical pressure dependence upon the initial position (Table 3) . For the oil-wet case, small amounts of oil may be attracted along the wall and form a thin film layer and the breakup of oil slug is not observed. 
The influence of resolution
Resolution studies using D = 6, 12 were performed for different wettability settings and slug initial positions. The increment of g is always chosen in such a way that ∆Bo = 0.02. The initial slug volume is always set in the same way as before. In Table. 4, we show simulation results including the slug volume in the static state, and the critical Bond numbers together with the analytical critical numbers corresponding to ∆θ = 0 and ∆θ = 0. For each wettability condition, the results are averaged over those with four different initial slug positions.
With the large system size D = 12, the simulation results agree well with the analytical solutions and the relative errors are less than at most a few percent when ∆θ = 0. The initial condition dependence is negligible. A small breakup of the oil slug also observed in the high resolution simulation, however the volume of broken oil drop is quite small compared to the main oil slug. With D = 6, there are only 12 lattice points across the pore neck. The critical Bo numbers in several cases are overestimated relative to the analytical solutions, although the overall deviation is still within 5%. This can be considered quite good for such coarse simulation, especially in view of potential application to practical problems where resolution may present a bottleneck. However the accuracy of contact angle prediction is not guaranteed.
Due to the lack of resolution, the numerical artifacts caused by non lattice alignment can no longer be neglected.
The effects of variable viscosity
In this test, the component relaxation times are τ w = 1.5 and τ o = 0.55 for achieving the viscosity ratio of 20. The other flow conditions are identical to those in the section on wettability effects above. As we discussed early, since the critical pressure is mainly balanced by the capillary pressure, the viscous effects are not expected to be significant. However the realistic viscosity ratio is regarded to be important for other issues that are beyond the scope of the paper, such as the movement of oil slug.
Simulation results are shown in Table. 5. As expected, the critical Bo values are the same as those for the viscosity ratio of 1, consistent with the data presented in Figs. 1 and 4 above.
SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK
The oil slug displacement in a sinusoidal channel is simulated with an effective LBM multi-component model. The critical pressure for removing a slug is compared with available analytical solutions. The dependence of critical Bond number upon wall wettability, resolution, and fluid viscosity is systematically investigated. The simulation results agree well with theory, as shown in Table. 6. The main results can be summarized as follows:
• Our multi-component LBM approach is shown effective for the quantitative study of complex multicomponent fluid flows with arbitrary geometries. It is numerically accurate and stable even for very small relaxation times τ and large viscosity ratios, which are known to be challenging issues.
• It is numerically verified that homogeneous body force can be efficiently used to replace pressure as a driving force. This reduces artificial compressibility effects without sacrificing accuracy. Numerically achieved contact angle, surface tension and critical Bond number show little dependence upon local compressibility.
• For accurate prediction of the critical pressure, contact angle variability caused by lattice non-alignment in arbitrary geometries can be important. This leads to hysteresis-like behavior in our studies that increases the critical pressure. Additional studies on these lattice dependence effects seem necessary.
• Sufficient resolution for resolving flow at the pore neck region is critical for accurate prediction of the critical Bond number. Large curvature of the interfaces at the pore necks result in large capillary pressure differences.
• Small breakup of oil slugs is sometimes observed. With the increased resolution, the impact of this effect decreases. Without sufficient resolution, however, such breakup may influence the oil slug displacement.
• The independence of critical pressure upon viscous effects is demonstrated.
Beyond the current study, we are conducting similar investigations of single component multi-phase fluid flow behavior. Using similar methods helps to address the issues of compressibility and high density ratio in consistent thermodynamics framework [39] . Let us briefly discuss some potential ways to improve results such as reported here. First of all, improved models fluid interaction with the solid wall could further reduce the resolution and lattice alignment dependence of the contact angle. Also, an adaptive mesh functionality would be particularly useful for resolving the pore neck region with the obvious benefit for quantitative accuracy improvement. Last but not the least, the critical pressure should be studied with multiple oil slugs and bypass channels. For multiple slugs, the stability of solutions is an interesting topic because of its relevance for slug volume and total capillary force. For bypass channels with joined ends, when an oil slug fully blocks flow in one channel and no oil exists in the other channel, the static slug is subject to force which is almost equivalent to pressure drop in a flowing channel. Since such pressure drop is caused by friction and does depend on viscosity, the Reynolds number becomes one of critical factors in addition to the Bond number.
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